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1.Speed Camera Setting

Introduction
Thank you for purchasing the DriveSmart Elite2. This is one of the Worlds
most advanced driver safety aids combining Laser Detection, Radar Detection
and GPS speed camera database, powered by Laser Elite data, with a dash
camera to protect your driving licence and insurance on today’s increasingly
hectic roads.

You will now only hear a voice alert once you are approaching a location
stored in the database or one of the radar or laser frequencies are detected.
With database alerts you will be given an audible and visual alert limit of the
speed camera area and a visual indication of the vehicle distance to the camera.
This distance will countdown as your approach the camera location.

We hope it helps you become a safer, and better-informed driver. With its loud
clear voice alerts of pending camera warning locations and advised speed
limits in these areas it will allow you to drive smarter and safely.

Mobile laser speed camera data is included in the DriveSmart database.
Supplied by Laser Elite this will alert you to potential laser speed traps. These
types of mobile alerts will show you where there has been a potential laser
speed camera at some point in time.

Laser Elite has the most up-to-date and sophisticated database of Mobile
Laser / Safety Van / Fixed camera locations available with over 10 years of
developing laser detection, diffusing and jamming devices. As one of the
biggest threats to driving in the UK is mobile laser, Laser Elite was the clear
choice for the database supplier.

If you feel a speed camera is missing or some other data is incorrect
this can be submitted for correction through the DriveSmart website. The
database is updated every 1-2 weeks.

Button Functions

The biggest advantage of our database is the free for life updates.

Elite2

Quick press to turn on, hold to turn off. When unit is on a quick press
will toggle through the screen modes. Exit from a menu.

What’s Included in the Box

Decrease the volume / Scroll up through options

2. Bracket
3. Lighter Power Lead

Increase the volume/ Scroll down through options

4. Update Cable

When in detection mode or dash camera mode this will toggle the
recording function on and off (Standby). When in the menus it will
confirm a menu option. In picture mode it will take a photo.

5. Manual

Operation
Once you have connected the DriveSmart Elite2 to the car power supply the unit
will power up and come on into speed camera detection mode as standard.
The unit will also automatically start recording for the dash camera function so
no action is needed by you every time you get in the car.
For the DriveSmart Elite2 to work via the GPS satellite system it may take up-to
a minute to locate and function correctly, this will be hindered if you are in a
garage. It will show a speed reading of 0 when a satellite signal is acquired,
and you will hear “GPS Lock” once it has gained enough satellites to accurately
pinpoint your location.

Speed Fine Adjust

This is off as default. If you switch this on the dis play
w ill pow er off after 2 seconds and only illuminate
when you get an alert. A good setting if you find the
display to bright or distracting, especially when night
driving.

Continuous Alarm

Speed Camera

Allows you to turn on / off fixed speed camera alerts.

Continuous Alarm

Red Light Camera

Allows you to turn on / off red light camera alerts.

SPECS Camera

Allows you to turn on / off SPECS camera alerts.
These are the average speed camera systems you
often get on motorways

Dark Mode

Mobile Camera

Enter menu

1. Elite2

Menus
When you press the MENU button you will see 6 icons appear at the bottom
of the screen. This are for the 6 separate menu functions as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Speed Camera Settings
Dash Camera Settings
Still Photography Settings
Movie Playback Settings
Media Settings
General Settings

2. Dash Camera Settings

With the speed display mode on (default) you get a digital
speedo and the dedicated screen for speed camera alerts.
With the display setting off you will get the dash camera
view but will still get speed camera alerts if they are
switched on

Speed Display

Warning Distance
Distance Mode

Cruise Speeding

Allows you to turn on / off mobile laser van camera
alerts. These are locations in the database where
they have been reported operating in the past.
This can be set from between 200m for mostly city
driving to 1100mm for mostly motorway use.

Smart Radar

Allow you to adjust your real time GPS to correctly match
your speedometer. Your cars speedometer will read higher
than your actual speed and at a contact speed the GPS
will be showing your correct speed but if you want to adjust
this to match your cars speedo you can do this here.
Allow you to adjust your real time GPS to correctly match
your speedometer. Your cars speedometer will read higher
than your actual speed and at a contact speed the GPS
will be showing your correct speed but if you want to adjust
this to match your cars speedo you can do this here.
Allow you to adjust your real time GPS to correctly match
your speedometer. Your cars speedometer will read higher
than your actual speed and at a contact speed the GPS
will be showing your correct speed but if you want to adjust
this to match your cars speedo you can do this here.
Set to on as default. This means the radar detector will only
become active in the location of a known fixed camera
location. This saves on false alerts from pedestrian
crossing monitors and automatic door sensors that radar
detectors can suffer from otherwise. Note that mobile radar
is not used in the UK.

Warning distance will automatically increase by 200m
when your vehicle is travelling over 60mph. Designed
to automatically increase your standard warning
distance range above when you get onto motorways.

Laser Setting

Allows you to turn the laser detector on / off.

K Setting

Allows you to turn on/off K band radar detection (Not
advised in UK as all radar based cameras use K band).

Allows you to get an audible alert when travelling over
the set speed limit. You can set this between 20 and 90
MPH/KPH to warn you if your speed drifts above your
defined limit.

Ka Setting
Radar Mute Speed

Movie Mode

Set the recording definition you want.Options are 2304*1296,
1920*1080 or 1920*720 at 30 frames per second or 1920*720
at 60 frames per second or VGA:640*480 at 30fps.

Movie Quality

Set the recording quality, this can be Fine or Super Fine

Movie Clip Time

Set the length of movie clips recorded by your dash camera.

Motion Detection

Will record if impact is detected when parked, if unit is powered.

Volume

Select the volume of playback from 1 to 10

Delete

Delete the videos or pictures.

Protection

Protect the videos or pictures recorded from being deleted.
You can protect single files or all files

4. Movie Playback Settings

Motion Event REC Length of clip recorded

5. Media Settings

Sound Record

Choose if you want to record sound or not.

Format the SD card

MIC Sensitivity

Adjust the microphone’s volume

Scene

Choose different scene modes for recording.

Exposure

Adjust brightness

White Balance

Adjust the color balance

ISO Sensitivity

Choose the ISO setting between 100,200,400,800,1600 and
3600ISO

Colour

You can choose the colour options between Natural, Vivid
and Pale

3. Still Photography Settings
Still Image Size

Choose the picture’s resolution between the options of 3M,
2M or 1.2M

Still Quality

Choose the picture’s quality

Allows you to turn on/off Ka band radar detection (Ka band
is the most commonly used in the EU).

Scene

Choose different scene mode to record

This automatically mutes the radar below a certain speed.
So you could set it to 10mph just so you don’t get any alerts
if you are stuck at traffic lights with an active camera or to
30mph if you don’t want an radar alerts below this speed.

Exposure

Adjust brightness between -2.0～+2.0

White Balance

Adjust the colour balance

ISO Sensitivity

Choose the ISO setting

Speed Limit Mode

Let’s you choose between MPH and KPH.

Colour

Adjust the colour saturation between Natural, Vivid or Pale

Time Zone Select

Allows you to adjust + or - GMT on the on-screen display
time to allow for British Summer Time and use around the
world.

Effect

You can change the image effect from Normal to Sepia, Black
& White or Negative

SD-Card INFO SD

All the data will be deleted. You will be given a Yes/No
option to confirm.
Check how much recording time is left on your memory
card or how much room is left for pictures.

6. General Settings

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Visit www.drivesmartpro.com and select the page for your product.
Download the file labelled SD_UpdateDV.bin – this maybe in a zip file
Save this to an appropriate location on your PC
Turn off your DriveSmart Elite2.
Remove your SD/TF memory card from the unit and insert it into your
computer.
Then copy across the SD_UpdateDV.bin file you have just downloaded
to the memory card.
Now remove it from your PC and reinsert it into the DriveSmart Elite2.
Now turn the unit back on. It will Read the cards new software file and
Write it to its memory, then turn off.
You can then turn it back on and use it with the latest data correctly
installed.

Data Correction

Date Format

Select the date format shown on recordings

If you think there is an error or missing data in the database, please fill in the
orm to report this at www.drivesmartpro.com who can investigate and report
back to you on their findings.

Stamp

Select whether to have the date shown

PC Playback

Language

Choose the display language

Recordings can be played back on the DriveSmart Elite2 screen but if you
want to view this on your PC then visit www.drivesmartpro.com where you
can download the DriveSmart viewer software which will give you an overlay
with Google Maps and other metrics.

Flicker

Flicker frequency option of 50Hz or 60hz

LCD Rotate

You can rotate the picture if you don’t have the unit mounted
straight up.

LCD Power Save

This is similar to Dark Mode. You can set thescreen to turn
off after 1 minute or 3 minutes.

Protect Level

Set the G-Sensor sensitivity for parking mode and accident
detection

GPS Status

You can view the current level of GPS reception.

Reset setup

Reset to factory default options

FW Version

Shows the software version

Updating the Firmware and Database from Your PC
Your DriveSmart Elite2 has been shipped with a current database ready for
you to use it out of the box. When you wish to update this database you will
need to follow the current steps

5. Remove your SD/TF memory card from the unit and insert it into
your computer.
6. Then copy across the SD_UpdateDV.bin file you have just
downloaded to the memory card.
7. Now remove it from your PC and reinsert it into the DriveSmart
Elite2.
8. Now turn the unit back on. It will Read the cards new software
file and
Write it to its memory, then turn off.
9. You can then turn it back on and use it with the latest data
correctly installed.

Detection Specification

Major
Receiving Frequency
Sensitivity
Radar &
Specification Range
Laser
X-BAND
10.49～10.58GHZ±20MHZ 115±dB
Detecting
13.32～13.54GHZ±20MHZ 100±dB
Frequency Ku-BAND
K-BAND
23.78～24.7GHZ±20MHZ 123±2dB
34.0～37.6 GHZ±20MHZ 125±2dB
LaserBbeam Ka-BAND
/
LaserBbeam
800～1100nm

DVR Specification
Max Video pixel
Playback

2304*1296
By combining with Google Maps, the you can rep
lay the driving with a map overlay, showing speed,
G-sensor gravity and other data.

Camera pixel

5 mega-pixel 1/2.7” CMOS sensor

EFL
camera angle

2.5mm
140 degrees +/- 5

Video Format

MOV

GPS & Radar Specification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Visit www.drivesmartpro.com and select the page for your product.
Download the file labelled SD_UpdateDV.bin – this maybe in a zip file
Save this to an appropriate location on your PC
Turn off your DriveSmart Elite2.

CPU
International Storage FLASH
Data Capacity
Positional Accuracy
Reception Channel
Dynamic GPS--DGPS

AIT 8328
128M
700,000
Less than ten meters
16
DGPS

Receiving Sensitivity
GPS Antenna
USB
Loudspeaker

-159dBm
Internally installed
MINI 5PIN USB for power only
8Ω 1w

Product Information
Size
Power Supply
Working temperature
Storage temperature
Display screen
Memory card

Camera
G-sensor
Cycle record
Video solutions
of the folding
Record Format
Video compression format
Play back
Power outage function

96*60*58mm
DC12V-24V, 530mA
-25℃～80℃
-30℃～90℃
Ultra HD 2.4 inch large LCD screen
External SD card, maximum support 32G,
Capacity suggest at least 8G, Reading and
writing speed at least more than C6 or Class 10.
Level 160 - degree wide Angle lens, 5M pixel
Support (G-sensor) impact automatically save
video prevent erasure
Support without missing seconds seamless file
stored in a row
2304*1296 (30fps),1920*1080 (30fps),
1920*720 (30fps) High definition:
1920*720（60fps) VGA:640*480 (30fps)
MOV
H.264
Support video playback
When the unit receives power it will
automatically, it will automatically save the
video and power off 3 seconds later.

Photograph resolution ratio

2048×1536(3M)
1280×960(1.2M)

1960×1080(2M)
640×480(VGA)

Photo format
Language
Battery

JPG
English
Lithium polymer soft package battery inside
530mA, just for power outage function

Microphone

Microphone inside, High-fidelity recording。
Close recording optional in the menu

Help / Trouble Shooting
1. Check power lead and fuse in car charger
2. Check the unit isn’t in dark mode or screen
save mode
Continuous Abnormal 1. Restart
Alarm
2. Check signal in car
3. Check device is functioning correctly
No Voice Alerts
1. Check volume setting
But Display Works
2. Restart to check again
GPS System Failure 1. Check you are not indoors or undercover
2. Restart the unit.
GPS Lock is Slow
1. Tall buildings and city driving can cause interference
or Non Functioning 2. Its normal to take up-to 5 minutes to get 1st GPS
lock when unit is new
3. Drive out of tunnel or enclosed area
4. Check you do not have an athermic / heat reflective
windscreen which generally has a purple tint.
No alarm of speed
1. Download the newest database
camera
2. Report the new points to DriveSmart
No Power

Didn’t alert to camera 1. Check it was a speed camera and not a traffic
monitoring camera or similar device.
2. Check alerts are on for GPS, Radar and Laser
3. Check alert mute isn’t on for under a certain speed
4. Check if camera was on the other side of the road

Potential Reasons for False Alerts:
1. A camera is located on an adjacent road in less than 50 meters.
2. The fixed camera has been removed but your still get alerts. Update
database, if alert persists inform DriveSmart through the website and
we will investigate.
3. The distance of two continuous speed measuring stations is less than
100 meters.
4. There is fixed speed camera ahead of a bend or in a road that forks off.
5. The tunnel’s exit have fixed speed camera
6. Overlapping roads like bridges and flyovers (above or below) The system
may cause confusing alerts in the above six conditions, so the users
should pay attention to recognise them. Please contact us if you have
queries on any false alerts.

